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Type of Crypto Traders and what
they need connectivity to do for
them
Institutional Investors - focused on
security

Crypto Trading and Infrastructure _
Crypto has the power to change the world of Financial Services from tightly controlled & regulated to completely de-centralised
(De-Fi): no govt or bank “owns” crypto currencies.
The Crypto industry offers massive liquidity as traditional global
markets remain flat.
Industry is undergoing massive change: from retail to
institutional - from unregulated “Wild West” to much more formal
market structure
This is driving the change towards the connectivity and
infrastructure needed.

Traditional Trading firms - want to
get into Crypto trading to take
advantage of liquidity available

Crypto Traders - new to low latency
Billions of individuals trading on
their mobile devices

How is BSO enabling this huge shift in Financial Services

Providing mission-critical infrastructure without
compromise, combining the highest standard of
technology and the highest standard of service_

Crypto Connect - how?
Low latency cloud connectivity

Using radio frequency metro connectivity and
international fibre connectivity, combined to
offer the lowest known latency in many
countries, supporting market making, arbitrage
and liquidity aggregation.

Crypto exchange and
interconnection done right_
BSO provides secure, private and low latency connections to all of the leading
digital asset exchanges on our high performance network.
Whether exchanges are located on-prem, in the cloud, or in a colocation facility,
using a private, secure and low latency network that transports trading traffic
between the digital asset exchanges ensures your trades are always enabled in the
best possible way.
This allows crypto traders to leverage global arbitrage opportunities, connecting
traditional capital markets with cryptocurrency exchanges.

Unrivalled connections

Connected to major crypto exchanges and
market data providers across multiple
geographies including FTX, Binance, OSL,
Eqonex, Bequant, Gemini and Kaiko.

Expert engineers

BSO’s team of expert engineers orchestrates the
most effective connectivity and cloud strategies
for firms investing in crypto, delivering analytics
capabilities through our integration and
partnership with all major public cloud providers.

Network Statistics

Built for performance_

240+

50+

Points of presence

Stock exchanges

75+

On-net internet exchanges

90%

World’s Crypto Exchanges

150,000+
Miles of submarine cable

50+

Cloud on-ramps

11 global offices
Incl. London, Paris, New York,
Hong Kong and Singapore

CRYPTO EXCHANGES

Access over 90% of the world’s exchanges_
This image depicts a subset of crypto exchanges accessible from BSO’s network.

Crypto Connect - Example Setup

CASE STUDY

How BSO transformed Cryptostruct_
Challenge

The need for
institutional grade
infrastructure in a
retail based
environment.

Solution

Result

BSO built a bespoke
cloud to cloud low
latency and high
performance
platform allowing
client to connect
securely to multiple
global exchanges

Cryptostruct have
a market leading
product suite for
their clients
allowing significant
revenue increase.

BUILT FOR BETTER

Mission-critical infrastructure
without compromise_
To learn how BSO can transform your business,
connect with us today: rebecca.lewis@bso.co or
hello@bso.co
Visit our website:

www.bso.co

Follow us on social media:

BSO

Legal disclaimer
The service, content, goods and services from or through the service are provided "As-is," "As available," and all warranties, express or
implied, are disclaimed (including but not limited to the disclaimer of any implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose). The sole and entire maximum liability of BSO, for any reason, and customer's sole and exclusive remedy for any cause
whatsoever shall be limited to the amount paid by the customer for the particular items purchased. BSO and any of its affiliates, dealers
or suppliers are not liable for any indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages (including damages for loss of business, loss of
profits, litigation, or the like), whether based on breach of contract, breach of warranty, tort (including negligence), product liability or
otherwise, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. The limitations of damages set forth above are fundamental elements of the
basis of the bargain between BSO and customer. This site and goods and services would not be provided without such limitations. Some
state statutes may apply regarding limitation of liability.

